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ooking around his studio in
New York’s hip Chelsea
district, Christian Oth seems 
almost surprised by his success. Since

moving into the lofty studio in fall 2005,

this Austrian native has emerged as a leading
creative force in wedding photography with his honest, yet fashionable documentary

style. With five photographers working alongside him in New York, plus two at large

in San Francisco and Sydney, Australia, Oth’s boutique approach to wedding

photography generates a lot of buzz among posh brides.

Each of the photographers on his team has his own successful editorial and commercial

career, from sports photography to photojournalism. Oth encourages them to pursue their

creative endeavors and maintain their independent artistic identities beyond weddings. 

“All of these guys have creative influences from elsewhere, which brings so much

more to our weddings,” says Oth.

With a decade of experience in commercial and editorial photography and a long-

standing relationship with The New York Times Magazine, Oth launched his first

wedding Web site in 2001. Fashion-forward, upscale Manhattan brides were

instantly smitten. It helped to have early exposure to one of the most influential

matriarchs of home, hearth, and nuptial ceremony, Martha Stewart. In a lucky twist

of fate, Stewart was a guest at one of Oth’s first gigs. 

“She actually baked the cake,” says Oth. “It was just me and my assistant, but we

came back with incredible pictures. That was one of my few initial lucky breaks.”

Luck aside, Oth’s commitment to stunning imagery and rock-star customer service

is the cornerstone of his success. With a photo editor and art director on staff, each wedding

collection is edited to perfection, and the final album worthy of fine-art book status.  

“Our clients have to be treated like royalty,” says Oth, who makes his guests

comfortable with a cappuccino or glass of wine, whatever they need. 

Oth’s prices start at $15,000 if he’s behind the camera. Otherwise, prices range

upward from $4,500, depending on the photographer. Thus, brides have access to a

wide pool of photographic talent, at an approachable range of prices, and can choose

the photographer who best suits their personality and style. Oth’s personal style does

guide the other photographers to keep the studio’s portfolio unified, yet each brings a

unique perspective to every event. 

“It grew organically,” says Oth, who couldn’t be more pleased with his team. “When





I started in wedding photography, I had no

idea that I’d have all of these really great pho-

tographers working with me five years later.”

Australian photographer Shawn Connell

was the first to approach Oth more than four

years ago. Connell already had a successful

career in Australia, with high-profile magazines

and clients, including former Prime Minister

John Howard for his daughter’s wedding.

“But I had dreamed of becoming a New

York City photographer since I was about 15,”

says Connell. He got lucky in the U.S. State

Department’s Green Card Lottery program,

winning a ticket to a new life in America,

provided he found employment. He e-mailed

three other photographers in New York, but

in Oth he found the affinity he was looking for.

“I love the freedom,” says Connell, who’s

currently working on two independent

creative projects—snorkeling with humpback

whales in the South Pacific, and documenting

beachgoers in Australia and America.

“Christian allows me to go after the pho-

tography I believe in.”

Meredith Davenport, a hard-hitting

“Having worked so many years on my
own, it’s nice to have a community,” 
says Meredith Davenport. “Christian’s
enthusiasm is the pulse of the place. 
He attracts positive, energetic people.”





photojournalist, has been with Oth for

about two-and-a-half years. For her, too, the

relationship is rewarding, both in financial

stability and as a change of pace. Often

covering war and strife in Third World

countries, Davenport finds a wedding day a

refreshing break from the routine, though

no less compelling. 

“I’ve been less stressed in war zones,”

laughs Davenport. “It’s intense—I’m drawn

to intensity in everything. I like being

emotionally intimate with people, and

weddings are very emotional.”

Davenport and Connell agree that partner-

ing with Oth is an almost perfect gig. They

benefit from the steady work with clients,

but dodge the day-to-day hassles of running

a busy studio. And Oth couldn’t be happier.

The business has grown from a one-man

show into a multi-member creative force.

To keep the team unified and driven, Oth

holds bi-monthly meetings to toss around

ideas, find out what everyone’s into outside

the studio, and of course, discuss any

wedding business at hand. Oth finds the

collaboration of creative minds fosters a

dynamic environment for everyone.

“Having worked so many years on my own,

it’s nice to have a community,” says Davenport.

“Christian’s enthusiasm is the pulse of the

place. He attracts positive, energetic people.”

Due to his increasing wedding

popularity, and the birth of his son, Oth cut

back on editorial work two years ago, but

still takes assignments with The New York

Times Magazine when he’s able. For now,

weddings are where it’s happening.

“When I show up at the wedding, I love

just immersing myself in it,” says Oth. “I

focus on the creative energy of the ocassion,

and I’m determined to make it beautiful. All

of the weddings I shoot are incredibly

beautiful though, so it’s not that hard.”  !

Read more about Christian Oth and his talented
team at www.christianothweddings.com.




